The Aevidum Club held a food drive. For each non-perishable food item donated, the homeroom received 1 point. However, students could decrease another homeroom’s points by bringing in brown rice, whole wheat pasta, canned tuna/chicken/salmon, peanut butter, juice, or jam/jelly, and adding it to another homeroom’s collection. (For each of those items 1 point was deducted.) The last couple of days students were bringing in multiple bags and even large boxes of food to increase their point total. The final winner was Mrs. Decker’s homeroom (followed very closely by Mrs. Dietz’s room in 2nd place.) All items donated will be shared with the LASD community. We would like to give a special thank you to Mrs. Fox-Meyer’s class for their help in sorting food and turning this into a lesson. We would also like to thank Joey H., Mrs. Gogno, Mr. Wentz and all Aevidum members for lending an extra hand throughout this process! .... Mrs. Decker’s homeroom received pizza on Tuesday for being the winner.